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 The Custodian 
Volume 1, Issue 5      Spring 2011   

 

FORT LYTTON HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION 
 

Welcome to the fifth edition of “The Custodian”.  In this issue we will continue with our articles on the 

guns that were emplaced at Fort Lytton with this edition featuring the Disappearing Guns.  Our President’s 

Report and a couple of articles on our guides and other miscellany round out this issue.  

 

FORT LYTTON HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION INCORPORATED DIRECTORY 

 

President: Mr. Maurrie McGuire, OAM    PO Box 293 WYNNUM QLD 4179 

Hon Secretary: Mr. Graham Kluver     Or contact us at our email address: 

Hon Treasurer: Mr. Peter Gore      flhaguides@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor: Mr. Harry Lynas 

Web Site: http://www.fortlytton.net.au 

 

COMING EVENTS 

     

64 Pounder Firings – First Sunday of even Months (TBC) 

Artillery Day 2011 – 6th Nov 2010 (TBC) 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

Sadly we lost another of the original Guides, Dick Phillips, in February this year.  Dick, along with Ray 

Cook, were the main pillars of the creation of the tourist attraction at Fort Lytton and the building of the models 

and replica guns within the Fort. We have a DVD of Dick and Ray along with members of 131 Div Loc Bty, 

fitting the brass breech block and ring to the 6” Disappearing Gun in No1 casemate.  Also Terry Phillips, one of 

Dick’s sons, supplied a DVD of Dick conducting a tour of the Fort, as well as showcasing his extensive 

knowledge of things military, in which his dry humour came to the fore.  Dick’s legacy will live on with all the 

projects he completed at the Fort, as well as in the Dining Hall with the western room being named the 

“Cook/Phillips” room.  Similarly, there is now the “Dick Phillips” garden at “Fairview” RSL Care’s Pinjarra 

Hills Community.   It was very pleasing that Dick could visit the Fort with fellow Fairview residents one last 
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time, a short while prior to his passing. 

We note the passing of Mrs Vera Brodie, wife of Harry Brodie, former RSM of 11Fd Regt.  Harry does 

not enjoy good health of late, and is mainly confined to wheelchair at the time of printing.  Dan Hunter is now 

receiving at-home palliative care provided by St Vincent’s staff.  Our best wishes go to Dan and Gloria and 

their extended family.  Don and Maureen Morrison have also experienced some health issues, limiting their 

ability to join us at the Fort as often as previously. 

During the year we supported Caltex Open day as well as the launch of Lauren Penny’s book “St Helena 

Island Moreton Bay - An Historical Account.”  The big event for us money-wise was History Alive 2011, held 

on the Queen’s Birthday weekend 11-12 June 2011. We have been asked by the History Alive organizer to staff 

a sausage sizzle at next year’s event. 

Planning for Artillery Day 2011 on 6th November 2011 is well under way. As in previous years, the 

Ladies Guild from the Morningside Anglican Church will be catering for the morning tea.  As well as repeating 

the successful Sausage Sizzle from 2010, we will be trialling a Snowcone stall. 

Dave Spethman, Lee Deighton, Ian Wheeler, Russell Miller and others are working on the “Subminers 

Tunnel” project.  There will be a feature article on this project in the next edition of Custodian. 

During the year we obtained funding from GCBF for the purchase of a rare artefact, a 64 Pdr projectile 

and fuse. This item had been fired from one of the guns at the Fort and was recovered from the mouth of the 

river several years ago. 

We have also been fortunate to obtain a magnificent working model of the Disappearing Gun. This 

model was made by Mr. Ken Thomson of Maryborough.   Many thanks to Ian Wheeler, for arranging for this 

model to be made, as well as transporting the model for display at the Fort. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Muriel Casey (widow of the late Colonel Denis Casey RAA Ret) has donated two (2) Dinner plates 

embossed with the Artillery Badge on the bases.  These were located underneath a house at Manly Sydney, 

during Denis’s tenure as 2IC, School of Artillery. 
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Mr. Rex Kirkman, Gunners Signallers Club, kindly donated a model of a horse-drawn 18 Pdr and 

Limber to the Association. This along with the painting by Les Lenton “Returning from Exercise” will be 

housed in a suitable display cabinet near the 18 Pdr in the Museum. 

Many thanks to my fellow Guides for their dedication and attendance throughout the year, not only 

conducting tours of the Fort and responding to visitors’ enquiries, but also enhancing /upgrading the displays. 

Last but not least many thanks to the Ladies for their attendance, support and hard work on the big events 

throughout the year. 

 We are very grateful for the ongoing support of our activities by Christina Carswell and her 

committee, from Metropolitan Districts Netball Association. Tables, chairs, shade houses etc are made readily 

available in a cheerful manner, whenever they are needed.  

UBIQUE 

Maurrie McGuire, OAM 

 

6-INCH, 5 TON, BREECH LOADING GUN MARK V (1885), on CARRIAGE, GARRISON, 

HYDRO-PNEUMATIC (DISAPPEARING) MARK II 

The above heading is certainly a mouthful for what is usually called the “Disappearing Gun” here at Fort 

Lytton.  However it was acquired for the defence of Brisbane using the nomenclature of the day to replace the 

two guns in Numbers 1 and 2 Pits that proved a disappointment considering that they were only there between 

1884 and 1887 (see Custodian Issue 1). 

The Commandant’s Report of 1886/1887 stated that:- “Two 6 inch Breech Loading Guns of 5 tons have 

been received, with all carriages, ammunition, and stores.   The pits to receive them have yet to be constructed.” 

The Commandant’s Report of 1887/1888 stated that:- “The two 6 Inch Rifle Muzzle Loading Guns have 

been dismounted. 

 New Electric Light plant has been installed with dynamo, two boilers, and duplicate engines.   Testing 

with the assistance of naval vessels showed light illumination at over two miles distance. 

 One 6 Inch Hydro-Pneumatic gun emplacement completed (“Disappearing Gun”).   A casemate for 

accommodation has been constructed at rear of gun.   This was badly needed as there had been nothing there 

previously.   The second emplacement is nearly completed and should be ready by November. 

 There has been a very good improvement by the formation of these two gun emplacements.   Previously 

they showed two great gaps in the crest, the muzzle loading guns appeared as bulls-eyes to enemy ships over 

three miles away.   Now the interior crest is one continuous line, and in addition it has four feet of extra cover to 

the inside of the fort.   The incline of the slope in front of the emplacements is such that enemy shells may be 

deflected upwards.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disappearing Gun in Firing Position at Fort Lytton circa 1900 
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Calibre: 6 inch (152 mm)      Manufacturer/Designer: British 

Muzzle Velocity: 1890 f/s     Elswick Ordnance Company or Royal Gun Factory  

Ammunition: Common Shell, Case, Palliser    Carriage: HP Disappearing Mk II 

and Shrapnel.        Recoil System: HP (later Hydraulic) 

Weight: 100 lbs. (36.4 kg)      Traverse: 1800
 

Charge: 14lbs 12 oz Cordite (15.5 kg)    Elevation: 150  

Detachment:        Depression: 50  

Rate of Fire:        

Range: 8, 000 yards (4,113 metres)      

 (The 12 and a half gallons of liquid used in the Hydro-Pneumatic system was a mixture of half a pound of 

soft soap to one gallon of water.)   

 

 With the arrival of shrapnel shell, gunners were exposed a lot more to enemy fire, and a great deal of 

thought was given to their protection.   The idea of concealing a gun except when actually firing would greatly 

reduce the naval gunners’ accuracy, with nothing to aim at until it was too late. 

 Colonel Sir Alexander Moncrieff (1829-1906) was the inventor of the first practical disappearing gun 

carriage.  He served with the Forfarshire and Edinburgh Militia Artillery and was present in the Crimea as an 

Observer, and noted the vulnerability of the Russian guns which were hit through the gaps in the embrasures.   

On his return, he perfected his design of the counterweight and curved arms of a disappearing gun.    The idea 

was initially rejected by the Royal Artillery but later accepted. 

 From 1867 to 1875 at Woolwich Arsenal he supervised the development and manufacture of his 

carriages.   In 1869 he first submitted ideas for a hydro-pneumatic mounting.   His design was eventually 

adopted in many countries, but it wasn't until 1886 that it was finally approved for the new breech loading guns. 

 He received an award of £10,000 ($20,000) for his invention of the original disappearing carriage.   In 

1890 he was made a Knight Commander of the Order of the Bath. 

In 1886 when the new 6 Inch Breech Loader was introduced, the next step was to fit the new hydro-

pneumatic cylinder to control the raising of the gun and the recoil on firing.   The gun was supported on arms 

pivoted on a lower traversing carriage with the hydro-pneumatic cylinder forming a strut at the rear.   

  To lift the gun the valves were manually opened and the compressed air forced the liquid into the 

mounting cylinder and pushed on the base of the piston, forcing the gun up into the firing position (8 to 10 

seconds).    When in the up or firing position the gun was kept there by compressed air and liquid.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Loading Position       Firing Position   

 

On firing the arms pivoted back pressing the piston into the cylinder, and the liquid was forced out 

through a restricting valve into another cylinder containing compressed air.   The liquid further compressed the 

air which acted as a cushion gradually bringing down the gun for loading.  The valves automatically closed as it 

came to rest, keeping liquid and air locked into the cylinder.   If for some reason the gun did not come right 

down, a manual suction pump was available to transfer the remaining liquid and air from the ram cylinder to the 

outer cylinder, allowing the gun to settle down on the buffers for reloading. 

 However, the disappearing gun had two drawbacks.   One was the restricted elevation - maximum 20 
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degrees.   The other was the slow rate of fire due to the time taken for the gun to swing up and down and be 

reloaded.   In the early days this was no problem, but the improvement in the speed of warships demanded an 

increased rate of fire.   By 1900 protection was not recognised as a major problem as the more powerful guns 

kept enemy ships at a range where they could hardly see shore weapons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disappearing Gun in Firing Position 1936 

 

 So all these factors meant that the disappearing gun was on the way out, and they were withdrawn from 

service shortly before the First World War, though a few lasted until the 1930s - eg. Fort Lytton's guns were not 

dismantled until the start of the Second World War, although they were last fired at the Easter Encampment of 

1936. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plan of the Gun Pit and Casemate for the “Disappearing Guns” 
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A 6 Inch, 5 Ton Mk.V Barrel on display at 

Fort Lytton Opening Day1989, mounted on  

Replica Hydro-Pneumatic Mount 1995. 

Photo by: D.W. Spethman. 

 

 It was now found to be more economical to build Barbette emplacements, where the gun was largely 

protected by a concrete emplacement with a shielded barrel permanently exposed above the parapet. 

 

 

“A” BATTERY, QUEENSLAND PERMANENT ARTILLERY, VBHS 

By 2 Div Sgt Lee Deighton 

History Alive 2011 was a most excellent event with a great time had by all. 

 The BSM and I set up our Barracks display in the No 1 Gun Casemate.  The car park area was still very 

damp and an alternative car park and shuttle buses were arranged to deliver guests to the site. The system 

proved to be very efficient, appreciated and understood by all.  Battery Artificer Wheeler sourced a pintle hook 

to tow the guns, which allowed us to place ‘Caesar’ high on the Fort ramparts overlooking the whole area.  

Armourer Lynch supplied us with dependable charges, including 2 for ‘Brutus’. 

 Crews arrived on Friday to place the guns in position, erect the flagpole, and picture board display and 

establish our bunks for the weekend.  A crew member was heard on 612 ABC Radio with Karis Bouher and 

Brian Rough talking about the event. 

A few quiet drinks were had on Friday night with our compatriots, the Queensland Scottish, where it is 

said one of our members took delight in unsettling the Scots with tales of ghosts and sighting around the Fort 

and Quarantine area.  On lights out, heavy heads fell on pillows, however the bait had been laid and began to 

enter their thoughts with unsettling noises and voices heard all night.  The instigator was told the next day that 

his plot had been successful as many had a sleepless night, even the good Lady Louise had been rattled. 

 The Saturday crowd poured in for the first firing at 10 am.  The crew was BSM Spethman, Sgt 

Deighton, Cpl Johnson, Bdrs D. and M. Temple, and Gnrs W. Carrol, McKay and Curucuto.  ‘Marc’ and 

‘Anthony’ fired followed by the two 64 Pounders, crewed by members of the Brisbane Garrison Battery, under 

Bombardier Bob Chatham.  Crews decided to guard the Fort gates, entice people into our display and give 

information about the Society and Museum.  Gnr McKay took a crew to the entry gate and showed the public 

very well received display of gun drill and gun lectures on ‘Julius’. 

 At 2 pm the crews regrouped for a gun race to show the public how a well trained crew could 

successfully load and clear a gun under pressure.  A two man crew on the 12 Pounder ‘Brutus’ led by Bdrs 

Temple had resounding victory.  Cpl Johnson’s crew came in second with Sgt Deighton’s crew close behind.  

There was no foul play as ‘Brutus’ has a considerably shorter elevating screw and barrel, which made the win 

understandable.  Kudos to Bdrs Temple for the faultless drill that they become known for.  The final afternoon 

firing saw ‘Marc’ and ‘Brutus’ fired followed by the 64 Pounder guns.  ‘Brutus’ roared and the crowd 
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appreciated his special appearance for the event.  The crews took position on the rampart to fire a special night 

charge.  On the stroke of 1800 hours ‘Caesar’ fired, lighting the night sky, the 64 Pounder responded soon after 

followed by cheers from the assemble re-enactors and photographers. 

 Light rain fell as the crews gathered in the casemate for an evening chat and tipple.  The brazier fire was 

soon extinguished by the rain and the day caught up with some, who beat an early retreat to bed, leaving the 

imbibing to be taken over by the remaining few.  It may be rumoured the walls of the casemate had never seen 

such thirsty folk.  Morning parade however showed no signs of sore heads and rumours were quickly quashed 

by the BSM.  Gnr Curucuto was presented with a plastic “Joke” medal on parade for pulling a prank on Sgt 

Deighton, revenge is certainly a dish best served cold. 

 The crowds poured in and the crews again excelled themselves firing, then talking, recruiting and 

promoting the society and entertaining the guests.  The crowds got behind the crews in the Sunday gun race 

cheering on the crews with Sgt Deighton’s crew finally taking a victory.  With the final firing completed the 

crews were congratulated by the BSM and each other for a job well done. 

 Many thanks must be extended to Richard Marshall, Battery Photographer, the staff from Queensland 

National Parks for accommodating the crews, the Fort Lytton Guides for making sure that we were all cared for.  

Dot Carrol, Sandra and Amber Deighton, and Chuckles for running messages, drinks and food.  A special thank 

you to Recruit Curucuto for being gopher, retriever and horse, the lad having a great sense of humour “Thank 

you very much” and also to Joe for running the guns around with his vehicle.  Special thanks to Andrew Murray 

for the security assistance.  To all who assisted in any way, you have done the society proud.   Congratulations 

must be given to Brian Rough, Karis Bouher and the Queensland Living History Federation members and re-

enactors.   

If you want to see photos of the event online try Allan Nielsen’s website 

http://allannielsenphotography.com/history_alive/2011   
  

“We went to have fun and we did just that.” 

 Lee J. Deighton, June 2001 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sergeant Lee Deighton 

 

 

http://allannielsenphotography.com/history_alive/2011
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GRAHAM KLUVER 

 

Graham was born in Maryborough, Queensland on 13th November 1944.  He first became involved in 

the military when he joined the cadets at Kedron High School in 1959.  After completing 2 years at high school, 

he joined the Queensland Government Tourist Bureau in Brisbane and continued his education at night school. 

It would be 3 years before the Army would again come into Graham’s life.  His friends were attracted to 

an Artillery display at Chermside Shopping Centre and the following Tuesday he found himself at Gona 

Barracks, Kelvin Grove.  By April 1964, Graham was enlisted into 13 Battery, 5 Fd Regt as an Artillery Sig in 

the Battery Command Post. 

Whilst at Kelvin Grove, he learnt to drive most military vehicles including the left hand drive 6x6 

Studebaker and GMC trucks.  Just after being promoted to Bombardier Sigs RAA, a transfer in his employment 

meant a move to Melbourne where he joined 2 Bty, 2 Fd Regt at Batman Avenue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By mid 1968, he was promoted to Sergeant Sig and spent time in Command Post and driving/signalling 

for the CO and 2IC.   Graham married Judy in December 1968 and they had two daughters whilst in Victoria.  

When 2 Field and 15 Field amalgamated (2/15 Fd Regt), he was posted to HQ Bty at Dandenong.  Once again 

shortly after being promoted to Staff Sergeant, an employment transfer in 1978 brought him back to Brisbane 

and HQ Bty 5/11 Fd Regt, Annerley as Sig Supervisor. 

During 1983/84 Graham qualified for WO2 and he then held positions as Regt Signals Officer, BSM 

HQ Bty  (both Annerley) and BSM 14 Bty at Ipswich.  It was then that Graham became involved with 

Recruiting and Safety Officer duties, trained by none other than our President Maurice McGuire. This great 

training enabled Graham to continue Maurice’s good work when he retired.  A short stint in Army Reserve 

Recruiting before rejoining Artillery at 1 Fd Enoggera saw Graham reach retirement age after more than 35 

years continuous service - all in Artillery! 

Graham was made redundant from Tourist Corporation in 1991 and spent the next 13 years doing 

Security work before retiring.  Then in November 2007, an unexpected invitation to the inaugural Artillery Day 

at Fort Lytton placed him with his old Army colleagues, who he had not seen for nearly 20 years!  The 

camaraderie was rekindled, and it was not long before the FLHA had a new tour guide. There, he also found 

that 40 years previously at Kelvin Grove, he had been privileged to serve alongside the late Frank Pellatt and 

Fred Shelberg, two of the founding members of the FLHA.   When not taking visitors on tours of the Fort, 
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Graham is busy as a handyman and likes to spend time in the great outdoors with his wife Judy camping in 

National Parks and State Forests. 

 

SPOT THE GUN – No 1 

 

 There were no fully correct answers for No1.  Correct answers below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 

What is the gun in the background?  British Light Gun – 105 mm field gun – installed in 2001. 

Where is the gun situated? Mills Mount Battery, Edinburgh Castle, Edinburgh, Scotland. 

What is this gun’s primary role?  It is the One-o-Clock Gun, fired at 1 pm every day (except Sundays, Good 

Friday and Christmas Day). 

Who are the two distinguished gentlemen in the foreground? Editor (Harry Lynas) on the left and  

SGT Frank “The Cannon” Shannon on the right - he is posted to the Castle as the gun crew. 

Photograph on the right is the gun firing on 13th October 2009.  This was as close as I could get to get a 

shot of the gun firing.  People take up vantage points very early to get a glimpse of this event. (Editor) 

 

SPOT THE GUN – No 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QUESTIONS 
What is this gun?  

Where is the gun situated? 

What is the gun’s history? 

 

 

  


